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ABSTRACT With the explosive proliferation of mobile devices and services, the user density of large-scale
cellular networks continues to increase, which results in further escalating traffic generation. Yet, there is
an urging demand for reducing the network’s energy dissipation. Hence, we model the energy efficiency of
large-scale cellular networks for characterizing its dependence on the base station (BS) density as well as for
quantifying the impact of tele-traffic on the achievable energy efficiency under specific quality of service
requirements. This allows us to match the BS deployment to the network’s tele-traffic while conserving
precious energy. More specifically, we formulate a practical tele-traffic-aware BS deployment problem for
optimizing the network’s energy efficiency while satisfying the users’ maximum tolerable outage probability.
This is achieved by analyzing the optimal BS-density under specific tele-traffic conditions. Furthermore, we
study the energy saving potential of our optimal BS deployment strategy under diverse practical parameters
and provide insights into the attainable energy savings in dense random cellular networks. Our simulation
results confirm the accuracy of our analysis and verify the impact of the parameters considered on the
network’s energy efficiency. Our results also demonstrate that the proposed tele-traffic-aware optimal
BS deployment strategy significantly outperforms the existing approaches in terms of its energy efficiency.
INDEX TERMS Large-scale cellular networks, energy efficiency, tele-traffic-aware deployment, energy
saving performance.
I. INTRODUCTION

The provision of high-speed wireless services for ubiquitous
mobile devices has become a societal need in the context of
next-generation cellular networks, because the predominant
types of tele-traffic have been shifted from mobile voice to
mobile data, such as mobile video and online gaming [1].
Hence mobile operators around the world are busily deploying soaring number of base stations (BSs) to meet the
ever-increasing traffic demands [2].
A. MOTIVATION WITH RELATED WORKS

Increasing the spatial reuse of spectral resources by reducing
the cell size has become the most influential factor in terms
VOLUME 4, 2016

of increasing the attainable system capacity, which is an
explicit benefit of reducing the pathloss [3]. Naturally, in
the resultant predominantly line-of-sight (LOS) scenarios the
fading-distribution also becomes more benevolent. However,
the tremendous increase in the number of heterogeneous cells
has become a major concern from both an environmental and
economic perspective - especially in the light of the escalating
energy-prices [4]–[6]. The fifth-generation (5G) mobile network of the near future is expected to increase the tele-traffic
capacity, whilst simultaneously increasing both the end-user
experience as well as the energy efficiency [7], [8].
Hence a substantial number of investigations have been
focused on improving the network’s energy efficiency [9],
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bearing in mind that nearly 75 % of the energy consumption
is imposed by the BSs. Furthermore, within a BS, about 70 %
of the energy is consumed by the power amplifiers and the air
conditioners [8], [10]. Therefore, network’s energy efficiency
mainly depends on the BS density and how efficiently the
deployed BSs operate. The BS allocation must be able to meet
the maximum tele-traffic demand. However, during low teletraffic periods at night, weekends or holidays, many BSs are
under-utilized, but they still consume energy for the sake of
maintaining adequate cellular coverage. Hence, it is desirable
to exploit any energy saving potential arising from both the
temporal and geographic fluctuations of tele-traffic.
Not surprisingly, a range of energy-efficient BS operation techniques have been conceived for exploiting the
time-variant tele-traffic demands [11]–[14]. For instance,
Guo and O’Farell [14] conceived a cell-expansion technique
for carrying dynamically fluctuating traffic loads based on
the innovative concept of cell-coordination, which switches
off low-load BSs and compensates for the resultant coverage
loss by expanding the coverage of the neighboring cells.
By analyzing the BS power consumption profile,
Holtkamp et al. [13] proposed a radio resource management
algorithm for minimizing the BS’s power consumption in
multi-user multiple-input multiple-output systems. However,
we note that almost all the existing contributions considered
the BS operations in isolation, in the context of a single cell
or at most a few cells. This is because the optimization procedures behind these existing contributions are based on localized system performance measures, which cannot be readily
extended to large-scale cellular networks. A major impediment in this context is the potentially excessive computational
complexity in evaluating the overall performance of a largescale cellular network. Traditionally, researchers in this area
have conducted system performance evaluations in relying on
a circular or hexagonal grid based structure [15], [16]. These
studies often ignored the large-scale tele-traffic variations,
and the techniques proposed in these works cannot be readily
applied for the analysis and optimization of the emerging 5G
networks relying on realistic randomly deployed BSs. Hence
the analysis and evaluation of randomly deployed large-scale
cellular networks [17], [18] is of particular importance in
practice. As a benefit of its mathematical tractability, the
distribution of BSs is typically modeled by a Poisson point
process (PPP) [17]–[24]. However, these contributions have
mainly focused their attention on user-centric performance
analysis, such as the coverage-quality and the users’ average throughput, but they do not analyze network’s energy
efficiency.
Nonetheless, there are a few studies addressing the challenging problem of the network’s energy efficiency in dense
networks relying on randomly distributed BSs [25]–[29].
Specifically, Soh et al. [25] proposed a BS deployment
strategy by minimizing the BS density subject to a coverage
probability or outage constraint. Peng et al. [26] proposed to
minimize a so-called network area power consumption (APC)
metric subject to a coverage probability constraint.
2084

However, by assuming a constant power consumption for
each BS, the APC defined in [26] remains independent
of the network’s tele-traffic load. Hence minimizing this
APC metric is equivalent to minimizing the BS density.
Cho and Choi [27] minimized the APC metric subject to an
average user-rate requirement. Since a constant BS transmit
power is assumed in [27] and the average user-rate requirement is equivalent to a coverage probability requirement,
the BS placement strategy of [27] is also equivalent to
minimizing the BS density subject to maintaining the minimum required coverage probability. The investigations of
Deng et al. [28] were focused on the coverage performance
analysis, but they also characterized the network’s energy
efficiency. However, their results are based on a constant
power consumption for each BS, which implies that the
network’s APC is directly determined by the BS density.
Similarly, Huang et al. [29] proposed a BS assignment strategy by maximizing a network energy efficiency metric, which
is also defined based on the assumption of a constant BS
power consumption and it is independent of the network’s
tele-traffic. In a nutshell, the optimization criteria used in
these existing studies are all based on a constant power
consumption assumption for each BS and hence do not take
into account the dynamically fluctuation nature of the network’s tele-traffic. Consequently, the deployment strategies
proposed in [25]–[29] can all be formulated similarly to
the one that minimizes the BS density subject to an outage
probability constraint.
Indeed, accommodating the network’s tele-traffic fluctuation, whilst maximizing the network’s energy efficiency is
challenging and has not been exploited in the open literature.
B. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

Given the above motivation, our goal is to conceive a
tele-traffic-aware and energy efficient BS allocation strategy
for large-scale cellular networks. Against this backcloth, our
contributions are summarized as follows.
1) ENERGY EFFICIENCY MODELING FOR RANDOMLY
DEPLOYED LARGE-SCALE CELLULAR NETWORKS

We first embark on modeling the BS’s downlink (DL) power
consumption in a dense large-scale cellular network, where
all the BSs are randomly distributed based on a PPP and
the system’s bandwidth is equally allocated by a roundrobin resource scheduler to each BS while ignoring the network’s energy efficiency benefits provided by the resource
scheduler. In contrast to most of the existing investigations [17]–[29] which stipulate the idealized simplifying
assumption of having a constant DL BS power consumption,
the quantitative impact of having the network’s time-varying
tele-traffic load is characterized statistically. The network’s
energy efficiency is defined and derived, with the objective
of providing insights into how the geographic tele-traffic
intensity, spatially averaged data rate requirement, BS density
and other salient network parameters influence the network’s
energy efficiency, which makes it possible to achieve energy
VOLUME 4, 2016
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savings with the aid of our tele-traffic-aware approach from a
large-scale network optimization perspective. Our simulation
and numerical results confirm the accuracy of our analytical
expressions and verify the impact of various network parameters on the attainable energy efficiency.
2) TRACTABLE ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF
LARGE-SCALE CELLULAR NETWORKS

With the aid of this proposed energy efficiency modeling,
we further derive an approximate closed-form energy efficiency expression. In particular, we find that both the
BS-density and geographical tele-traffic intensity can be integrated into a unique independent variable in this energy
efficiency expression. Based on this closed-form energy efficiency expression an optimum condition is established, which
provides an effective analytical tool to study the relationship
between the property of optimal solution and various network parameters. Specifically, we can study how the network
parameters influence energy saving performance gain. For
instance, we conclude that denser tele-traffic intensity and
higher users’ spatially averaged service rate requirement can
lead to greater energy saving performance gain. The closedform nature of this energy efficiency expression makes the
search of network energy-efficiency-based optimal solutions
particularly tractable and efficient, and this makes designing
tele-traffic-aware optimal BS deployment strategy achievable
for large-scale cellular networks.

Euclidean plane R2 according to a homogeneous PPP having
a density of λb . The set of BSs 9b forms the Voronoi
tessellation model in R2 [17], [18], where the cell Vi is the
coverage area of BS bi . Similarly, the user equipments (UEs)
hosted by the set 9u = {uk , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · } are spatially
distributed in R2 according to an independent homogeneous
PPP with a density of λu . The serving BS of a UE uk is the
geographically nearest BS. Thus, in this network model, the
distributions or locations of BSs and UEs follow a pair of
PPPs having densities of λb and λu , respectively. Since the
geographical tele-traffic intensity is proportional to the UEs’
spatial density λu given the average user rate requirement,
we will use λu for equivalently representing the tele-traffic
intensity.
We may characterize a network scenario by choosing an
appropriate BS density and a suitable tele-traffic intensity.
For example, a BS density of λb = 5 × 10−6 BS/m2 and
a tele-traffic intensity of up to λu = 4 × 10−4 users/m2
represent the network with an average cell radius of 250 m
and average 80 UEs per cell. Generally, λu /λb ≤ 80 is
ensured by taking into account the total number of available
resource blocks (RBs) in each BS. Further assuming λb ≥
2 × 10−6 BS/m2 , we have an average cell radius no larger
than 400 m, which corresponds to state-of-the-art small-cell
scenarios. Another advantage of employing a PPP network
model is that we can switch BSs on/off statistically, since
the superposition of independent PPPs and the independent
thinning of a PPP still results in a PPP [27].

3) DESIGN STRATEGY FOR LARGE-SCALE CELLULAR
NETWORKS

B. RESOURCE PARTITIONING MODELING IN BSs

With aid of the above-mentioned tractable energy efficiency
analysis tool, we design a realistic tele-traffic-aware optimal BS deployment strategy for practical large-scale cellular
networks, which carefully matches the geographical teletraffic distribution to the BS density and thus maximizes
the network’s energy efficiency while satisfying the maximum tolerable outage probability constraint. We demonstrate
that our proposed tele-traffic-aware optimal BS deployment
strategy significantly outperforms the existing state-of-theart energy efficient BS deployment strategies of [25]–[29].
An additional advantage of our design strategy is its computational efficiency, since our tele-traffic-aware optimal BS
density solution under the given outage constraint is readily
characterized in a closed-form.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, our
system model is introduced. Then the energy efficiency of
large-scale cellular networks is characterized in Section III.
In Section IV, the optimal tele-traffic-aware BS-density is
analyzed and a BS deployment strategy is derived. Our
numerical and simulation results are presented in Section V,
whilst our conclusions are summarized in Section VI.

Denote the set of UEs in an arbitrary cell Vi by 9u,i with
the cardinality of 9u,i = Ni ≤ Nmax , where Nmax is
the maximum number of users that can be served in a cell.
Orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) is
adopted in conjunction with unity frequency reuse (UFR).
The total system bandwidth of B Hz is divided equally into
Ni subbands, each having a bandwidth of B/Ni Hz. We invoke
the classic round-robin scheduling for the sake of maintaining
the maximum fairness. Any UE ui,j ∈ 9u,i is associated with
a specific subband Bn , where n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Ni − 1}. Each
UE ui,j has a service rate requirement denoted by Ri,j .
To avoid an excessive transmit power, power control is
adopted in the BS scheduler by exploiting the long-term
pathloss based channel state information (CSI). In other
words, the power control does not consider the influence of
the small-scale fading channel and, therefore, the instantaneous CSI is not required. The subband Bn associated with
the rate requirement Ri,j of ui,j is assigned the right amount
of transmit power Pi,j , specifically,

Pi,j = min Poi,j , Pmax /Ni ,
(1)

II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. NETWORK DEPLOYMENT

where Poi,j is the transmit power necessitated by meeting
the rate requirement Ri,j and Pmax denotes the BS’s maximum transmit power in total. The DL transmit power of
BS bi is given by the sum of the powers allocated to all

A large number of BSs denoted by the set 9b = {bi ,
i
=
0, 1, 2, · · · } are randomly allocated in the
VOLUME 4, 2016
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the subbands
Picell =

X

Pi,j .

(2)

ui,j ∈9u,i

In practice, the BS’s transmit power is a random variable
depending on many factors, but it is predominately influenced
by the tele-traffic load. Our formulation (1) and (2) explicitly
takes into account the impact of the tele-traffic intensity λu .
This is in contrast to the existing contributions [27], [28],
which assume that achieving energy saving is simply equivalent to minimizing the number of BSs and, therefore, they do
not take the effects of tele-traffic into account.
Each BS supports the access of each user under its coverage
area with the aid of its link-support decision unit. More
specifically, the BS makes its access decisions based on the
current CSI and on the quality of service (QoS) requirements
of the requesting users.

where the area spectral efficiency (ASE) refers to the sum of
the users’ service rates per unit area per Hz, while the APC
is the sum of the power consumption per unit area. When
deriving the energy efficiency expression, we can adopt the
general power consumption model for each BS specified by
the standardization bodies [5]. Next we define the outage
probability


o
Qout
=
Pr
P
>
P
/N
, ∀ui,j ∈ 9u,i , bi ∈ 9b , (7)
max
i
i,j
i,j
which is the probability that the service rate of user ui,j cannot
be guaranteed even under the maximum BS power Pmax /Ni
of the current subband. In this paper, our main attention is
the network energy efficiency evaluation and, therefore, the
users’ outage probabilities are used as constraints.
Table 1 summarized the notations used throughout our
discussions.
TABLE 1. List of notations.

C. RADIO CHANNEL MODELING

The DL is considered where both the large-scale path-loss
and the small-scale fast fading are taken into account.
Specifically, the path-loss is modeled by
Lα (r) = cr −α ,

(3)

where c > 0 is a constant, α is the pathloss exponent,
and r is the distance between the UE and BS considered.
Correspondingly, Rayleigh distributed fast-fading is assumed.
The aggregate interference at UE ui,j is given by the total
signal power received from the BSs of the set 9b \bi . We focus
our attention on the worst-case scenario, where the interfering
BSs in the set 9b \bi all transmit at the maximum power Pmax .
Unless stated otherwise, the effect of the channel noise is
ignored, since the interference power experienced by a UE
is far higher than the noise power in a practical interferencelimited scenario with UFR. For any user ui,j ∈ 9u,i in cell Vi
having a bandwidth of Bn , the received desired signal power
can be expressed as

PRx
ui,j − bi Pi,j hii,j ,
(4)
i,j = Lα
while its corresponding received interference power is given
by
X
 Pmax i
h ,
(5)
I9b \bi =
Lα ui,j − bk
Ni k,j
bk ∈9b \bi

where kui,j − bk k denotes the distance between UE ui,j and
BS bk , and hik,j represents the gain of the fast-fading channel
from BS bk to UE ui,j , which is assumed to follow
the independent exponential distribution with unity mean,
i.e., hik,j ∼ exp (1).
D. PERFORMANCE METRICS

We first define the network-level energy efficiency metric as
ηEE =
2086

Area Spectral Efficiency
,
Area Power Consumption

(6)

III. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF LARGE-SCALE
CELLULAR NETWORKS

In this section, we characterize the energy efficiency of
large-scale cellular networks as a function of the average
transmit power of a typical user and that of the aggregate
transmit power in a typical cell. This will allow us to establish
the theoretical foundations for the optimal tele-traffic-aware
BS allocation derived in the next section.
Proposition 1: In a large-scale cellular network having a
BS density of λb and a tele-traffic intensity of λu , the average
DL transmit power of user ui,j requiring a service rate of Ri,j
is given by

h i p P λ  Ri,j
act max b
o
B
n
2 −1 ,
(8)
E Pi,j =
(α − 2)λu
VOLUME 4, 2016
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where E[ ] denotes the expectation operator, α > 2, and
pact = 1 − (1 + Kλλub )−K with K = 3.57 is the average
probability of a cell having one or more users to serve.
Proof: See Appendix A.

As expected, the average DL transmit power required for
user ui,j is directly linked to its required service rate Ri,j .
Increasing the BS density also increases the required E[Poi,j ]
proportionally as a direct result of the increased interference. However, the influence of the tele-traffic intensity λu
on E[Poi,j ] is complex. On one hand, the formula of E[Poi,j ]
contains a factor of λ1u , which decreases as λu increases.
But increasing λu will reduce Bn implicitly, which in turn
increases the required E[Poi,j ]. Since this increase is exponential, in general increasing λu will lead to increasing the
required average DL transmit power.
Proposition 2: In a large-scale cellular network having a
BS density of λb and a tele-traffic intensity of λu , the averaged
aggregate DL transmit power of BS bi having a cell coverage
area of Ai , where all the users ∀ui,j ∈ 9u,i have an identical
rate requirement of Ri,j = R, is given by

 R



h
i p P
act max
i
exp 2 B − 1 λu Ai − 1 . (9)
E PAcell
=
(α − 2)
Proof: See Appendix B.

i
Observe from (9) that E[PAcell
] increases exponentially as
the tele-traffic intensity λu or as the BS’s coverage area Ai
i
increases, and E[PAcell
] increases even faster with the user’s
service data rate R. However, λu and R are not independent
i
and, therefore, their relationship with E[PAcell
] is in fact far
more complicated.
Proposition 3: In a large-scale cellular network having a
BS density of λb and a tele-traffic intensity of λu , assuming
that all the users have an identical rate requirement of R, the
averaged aggregate DL transmit power of BS bi is obtained
as
h
i
pact Pmax
pact Pmax (K λb )K
E Picell =
.
 K −
R/B
(α − 2)
(α − 2) K λb − 2
− 1 λu
(10)
Proof: See Appendix C.

We are now ready to consider the network-level energy
efficiency metric (6). The APC can be expressed as
h
i
APC = βλb E Picell + λb POM ,
(11)
where β is the power amplifier efficiency, and POM is the
BS’s circuit-dissipation based power consumption, including
the baseband signal processing, battery backup, BS cooling, etc. By using R to denote the spatially averaged users’
required rate over R2 , the ASE can be formulated as
ASE = Rλu /B.

(12)

Therefore, the network-level energy efficiency is given by
ηEE =
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Rλu /B


.
βλb E Picell + λb POM

(13)

Corollary 1: The energy efficiency of a large-scale cellular network having a BS density of λb , a tele-traffic intensity
of λu , and a spatially averaged user rate of R can be expressed
as
R/B

ηEE =
Pmax
β λλbu pact
(α−2)

!
KK

K
K −(2R/B −1) λλu

−1 +

.
λb
λu POM

b

(14)
Corollary 1 is obvious. Observe in (14) that the energy
efficiency is not a simple monotonic function of λb /λu .
IV. ENERGY EFFICIENT TELE-TRAFFIC-AWARE
NETWORK DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY

We first invoke our analytical results from the previous
section to derive and analyze the optimal tele-traffic-aware
BS density solution in large-scale cellular networks, providing some useful guidelines for the overall energy savings.
Then, we formulate and solve the targeted optimization problem. More specifically, given that a sufficient number of BSs
are controllable by network operator and they can be switched
on/off when needed, the energy efficiency of the network can
always be optimized by finding the optimal tele-traffic-aware
BS-density, while maintaining all the users’ QoS constraints.
A. TELE-TRAFFIC-AWARE OPTIMAL BS-DENSITY ANALYSIS

Proposition 4: There exists a unique tele-traffic-aware
optimal BS-density, denoted by λ∗b , which maximizes the network’s energy efficiency metric ηEE and can be obtained
numerically from
λ∗b


2R/B − 1 λu

=

r
K−

K +1

X ((K +1)(2R/B −1)λu −K λ∗b )
λ∗b (POM −X /K K )

,

(15)

max K
where X = βP(α−2)
> 0 is a constant.
Proof: By taking the derivative of ηEE with respect to
λb /λu , we have
K

 
∂ηEE
α,β,POM λb
  = MPmax
λu
∂ λλub
 


 
X (K +1) 2R/B −1 λλbu −K
X


× 
  λu K +1 + K K − POM ,
K − 2R/B − 1 λb
|
{z
}
2RB,P



OM

λb
λu



(16)
 
α,β,P
where the first part MPmax OM λλbu > 0 always holds. Hence
.  
 
the sign of ∂ηEE ∂ λλub is equal to the sign of 2RB,POM λλbu
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in (16). Furthermore, we have
 

λb
−KX
X
R


= K +1 + K − POM
 λb lim 2B,POM λ

K
K

u

 λu →+∞
+
= 0 − POM < 0,
 


X
λ

b

lim
2R
= +∞ + K − POM > 0.


K
 λb (2R/B −1)+ B,POM λu
→
λu

K

(17)
The derivative of 2RB,POM



λb
λu



with respect to

λb
λu

is

 
  
λ 
∂2RB,POM λλub
λb
u
 
= 4RB
K 1 − 2R/B
,
λb
λ
λ
u
b
∂ λu
{z
}
| {z } |
f1 >0

(18)

f2 <0

where f1 is always
and f2 is always negative, imply positive

λb
R
ing that 2B,POM λu is a monotonically decreasing funcλb
λu

λb
λu .

From (17) and (18), there must exist a unique
 
to enable 2RB,POM λλbu = 0. Therefore, there always

tion of

exists an optimal λλbu for maximizing ηEE in the range of
 R/B


2
− 1 /K , + ∞ . Setting (16) to zero yields (15). 
Corollary 2: When the network is operating
near the opti
mal energy efficiency state of ηEE λ∗b , increasing the BS’s
static operational power POM has to be compensated by
reducing the BS-density λb and
 ∗ vice
 versa.
λb
R
Proof: Since 2B,POM λu = 0 and the network is
operating
 this optimal energy efficiency state, we have
 near
2RB,POM λλub ≈ 0, that is,


 
X (K + 1) 2R/B − 1 λλub − K
X
≈ POM − K .

  λu K +1
K
|
{z
}
K − 2R/B − 1 λb
κ(R,B,POM )
|
{z
}

(19)

δ(λb ,λu )

The derivative of δ (λb , λu ) with respect to λb satisfies
  2
R/B − 1 2 λu
X
(K
+
1)K
2
λb
∂δ (λb , λu )
=− 
  λu K +2 < 0. (20)
∂λb
λb K − 2R/B − 1 λb
Thus δ (λb , λu ) is a monotonically decreasing function of λb .
On the other hand, κ (R, B, POM ) is a monotonically increasing function of POM . Therefore, in order to operate or to
maintain the network near its optimal energy efficiency state,
i.e., at the state of (19), increasing POM has to be compensated
by reducing λb , and vice versa.

The implication of Corollary 2 is as follows. When more
BSs are deployed, i.e., when increasing λb , the BS’s static
operational power has to be reduced, if the network is to
operate in the vicinity of its optimal energy efficiency state.
It is generally believed in the literature that installing more
BSs is capable of achieving energy savings because of
the reduced BS-user distance and the increased achievable
2088

user capacity. However, Corollary 2 tells us that this can only
be attained by employing higher energy-efficiency BSs.
Corollary 3: When the network is operating
near the

optimal energy efficiency state of ηEE λ∗b , increasing the
BS-density λb must be compensated by increasing average
service rate R, and vice versa.
Proof: Since the network is operating near its optimal
energy efficiency state, we have
τ1
,
(21)
λb ≈
K − τ2
where


τ1 = 2R/B − 1 λu ,
(22)
s


X 2R/B − 1 (K + 1)λu − K λb

τ2 = K +1
. (23)
λb POM − X /K K
1
is a monotonically decreasing
It can readily be seen that K τ−τ
2
function of λb and a monotonically increasing function of R.
Therefore, again when the network operates near its optimal
energy efficiency state defined in (21), increasing λb must be
compensated by increasing R, and vice versa.

The physical interpretation of Corollary 3 is plausible.
Increasing R or equivalently increasing λu can only be accomplished by increasing λb , i.e., by employing more BS, if the
network is to be operated at a high energy efficiency state.
Proposition 5: Given BS density λb , there exists a unique
tele-traffic intensity, denoted by λ∗u , which maximizes the
network’s energy efficiency metric ηEE and can be obtained
numerically from
r


X (K +1) 2R/B −1)λ∗u −K λb )
λb K − K +1 ( λ P( −X /K
K)
b ( OM
 R

λ∗u =
. (24)
2B − 1

Proof: See Appendix D.

Combining Propositions 4 and 5, the following corollary
can be inferred.
Corollary 4: There exists a unique optimal ratio of
λb to λu , denoted by λλbu opt , which maximizes ηEE and it
specifies the unique optimal network energy efficiency state.
B. OUTAGE-CONSTRAINED TELE-TRAFFIC-AWARE
OPTIMAL BS DENSITY ANALYSIS

Proposition 6: In a large-scale cellular network having a
BS density of λb and a tele-traffic intensity of λu , the outage
probability associated with user ui,j having a required service
rate of Ri,j is given by
Qout
i,j = 1 +

λu
λb ρNi exp



Ni λb ρ
λu

−

λu
,
λb ρNi

(25)

where
+∞
1
ρ =T
du,
−2/α
1
+
uα/2
T


T = 2Ri,j /Bn − 1 .
2/α

Z

(26)
(27)
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Proof: See Appendix E.

In general, a numerical solution has to be applied to
calculate the value of ρ. However, for some specific values
of α, a closed-form solution can be obtained. For example,
for the pathloss exponent of α = 4, we have



√
π
1
.
(28)
ρ= T
− arctan √
2
T
The outage probability Qout
is a function of Ni and Ri,j .
 i,j

Utilizing the result of E Ni = λλbu and substituting Ri,j by the
average service rate R, we define the network-level average
outage probability as
Qout = Qout
i,j

Ni = λλu ,Ri,j =R
b

=1+

1
1
− ,
ρ exp(ρ) ρ

(29)

in which the parameter T of (27) becomes
λu R

T = 2 λb B − 1.

(30)

Since Qout is a function of λb and λu , it can be denoted as
Qout λb , λu .
Therefore, the generic problem of optimal tele-trafficaware energy efficient BS deployment (EE-TTAD) satisfying
a specific outage constraint can be formulated as: max ηEE
λb

subject to the constraint of Qout λb , λu ≤ εout , where
0 < εout < 1 is the given outage threshold, that is,
R/B

max
λb

Pmax
β λλbu pact
(α−2)

!
KK
K

K −(2R/B −1) λλu

−1 +

,
λb
λu POM

b

s.t. 1 +

1
1
− ≤ εout .
ρ exp(ρ) ρ

(31)

We now derive the optimal solution of the EE-TTAD (31).
The derivative of Qout with respect to ρ is
∂Qout
1
1
= 2 (1 − exp(−ρ)) − exp(−ρ).
∂ρ
ρ
ρ

(32)


is [ 2R/B − 1 λu /K , +∞). Moreover, in the region of
[(2R/B − 1)λu /K , λ∗b ), ηEE is a monotonically

increasing
function of λb , while in the region of λ∗b , + ∞ , ηEE is a
monotonically decreasing function of λb .

∗
∗
Define Q−1
out εout ; λu = λb . Then the outage-constrained
optimal solution of the optimization problem (31), denoted
by λout
b , is readily given as follows.
1) CASE 1


∗ , i.e., Q−1 (ε ; λ ) > Q−1 ε ∗ ; λ
εout < εout
=
u
u
out out
out out
λ∗b . The outage-constrained optimal BS-density is given by
−1
λout
b = Qout (εout ; λu ).
2) CASE 2


∗ , i.e., Q−1 (ε ; λ ) < Q−1 ε ∗ ; λ
εout > εout
=
u
u
out out
out out
λ∗b . The outage-constrained optimal BS-density is given
∗
by λout
b = λb .
V. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section our numerical and simulation results are provided for characterizing the network’s energy efficiency and
to verify the accuracy of our formulation. Moreover, energy
savings achieved under various practical scenarios by our
design strategy are compared to those of the existing stateof-the-art BS deployment strategies proposed in [25]–[29].
Unless otherwise stated, we set α = 4, POM = 20 W,
Pmax = 20 W, β = 1.2, and εout = 0.2.
A. CHARACTERISTICS OF KEY
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Fig. 1 portrays the network’s energy efficiency ηEE as a function of λb and λu , given B = 30 MHz and R = 0.1 Mbits/s.
Observe from Fig. 1 that given λu , there exists a unique
∗
maximum energy efficiency
  point
 λb (λu ). Moreover, in the
∗
R/B
range of 2
− 1 λu K , λb , ηEE is a monotonically

Since exp(ρ) > ρ + 1 always holds when ρ > 0, we have
∂Qout
∂Qout
>
∂ρ
∂ρ exp(ρ)=ρ+1




1
1
1
1
= 2 1−
−
= 0,
ρ+1
ρ ρ+1
ρ

(33)

which implies that Qout is a monotonically increasing function of ρ. Moreover, it is readily seen from (26) and (30) that
ρ increases as λb decreases, and therefore
∂Qout
∂Qout ∂ρ
=
< 0,
∂λb
∂ρ ∂λb

(34)

which implies
feasible region of
 that the outage-constrained


−1
λb is λb ∈ Q−1
ε
;
λ
,
+∞
,
where
Q
u
out out
out (·; λu ) denotes

the inverse function of Qout ·, λu .
Let λ∗b be the optimal solution of the unconstrained
optimization max ηEE , as given in (15). From the proof
λb

of Proposition 4, the unconstrained feasible region of λb
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FIGURE 1. Networks energy efficiency ηEE as a function of BS density λb
and tele-traffic intensity λu , given bandwidth resource B = 30 MHz and
average user rate R = 0.1 Mbits/s.
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increasing function of λb , while in the range of λ∗b , + ∞ ,
ηEE is a monotonically decreasing function of λb , as proved
in Proposition 4. Similarly, given λb , there exists a unique
maximum energy efficiency point λ∗u (λb ), and additionally
for λu < λ∗u , ηEE is a monotonically increasing function
of λu , while for λu ≥ λ∗u , ηEE is a monotonically decreasing
function of λu , as seen in the proof of Proposition 5. It can also
be observed from Fig. 1 that λ∗b (λu ) is an increasing function
of λu , and λ∗u (λb ) is an increasing function of λb . The effects
of system’s bandwidth on the network’s energy efficiency is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the system’s bandwidth is reduced
to B = 10 MHz. Upon comparing Fig. 2 to Fig. 1, it can be
seen that increasing B generally reduces the network’s energy
efficiency.

FIGURE 3. (a) Theoretical and simulated average aggregate DL transmit
 Ai 
powers of typical BS bi , E Pcell
, as a functions of λu given
2
2
Ai = π 250 m and B = 20 MHz with different average user rates R, and
(b) theoretical and simulated average aggregate BS DL transmit powers,
 i 
E Pcell
, as a functions of λb given λu = 10−4 user/m2 and bandwidth
resource B = 20 MHz with different average user rates R.

FIGURE 2. Networks energy efficiency ηEE as a function of BS density λb
and tele-traffic intensity λu , given bandwidth resource B = 10 MHz and
average user rate R = 0.1 Mbits/s.

In iFig.
 3 (a), the average aggregate DL transmit power
E PAcell
of typical BS bi is plotted as a function of λu , given
the cell size Ai = π 2502 m2 and B = 20 MHz with three
different values of R, while Fig. 3 (b)
the average
 portrays

aggregate BS DL transmit power, E Picell , as a function of
λb given λu = 10−4 user/m2 and B = 20 MHz for three
i
different values of R. Observe from Fig. 3 that E PAcell
 i 
increases exponentially upon increasing λu , while E Pcell
decreases exponentially upon increasing λb , as indicated in
Propositions 2 and 3, respectively. The effect of the average
user rate R is clearly illustrated in Fig. 3, where it is seen
that increasing R leads to the increase of the average aggregate BS DL transmit power.
of our

 Moreover,

the accuracy
i
models (9) and (10) for E PAcell
and E Picell is verified in
Fig. 3, where the theoretical values calculated according to
(9) and (10) are shown to agree well with the simulation
results.
Fig. 4 depicts the network’s energy efficiency ηEE as
a function of λu /λb , given the system’s bandwidth of
B = 10 MHz for different average user rates R. The results of
Fig. 4 confirm Corollary 4, namely that there exists a unique
2090

FIGURE 4. Theoretical and simulated network energy efficiency ηEE as a
function of λu /λb given bandwidth resource B = 10 MHz with different
average user rates R.

optimal network energy efficiency state, defined by λλub opt
or λλub opt , which maximizes the network’s energy efficiency
metric ηEE . The accuracy of our theoretical formulation is
also verified in Fig. 4, where the theoretical values are seen
to agree well with the simulation results. Observe from Fig. 4
that the higher R is, the fewer users can be accommodated in
the network, when it operates at its optimal energy efficiency.
This is because an increase in R must be compensated by a
corresponding increase in λb , see Corollary 3, or equivalently
by a corresponding decrease in λu , if the network is to be
operated at its optimal energy efficiency.
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than that of the existing state-of-the-art solutions. Moreover,
the energy savings achieved by our proposed EE-TTAD over
the existing BM-OutC becomes higher for the network supporting a higher average user rate. Similarly, Fig. 6 depicts the
APCs achieved by our proposed EE-TTAD and the existing
BM-OutC as the functions of network’s tele-traffic intensity,
given R = 0.4 Mb/s, B = 18 MHz and three different values
of POM . Again, the results of Fig. 6 confirm that our proposed
EE-TTAD considerably outperforms the existing state-ofthe-art solutions in terms of its achievable network energy
efficiency. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that energy savings
achieved by our EE-TTAD over the existing BM-OutC are
higher for the network associated with a higher BS static
power consumption related to power-dissipation other than
the transmission power.
FIGURE 5. APCs achieved by the proposed EE-TTAD and the existing
BM-OutC as the functions of network tele-traffic intensity λu , given
POM = 40 W, B = 18 MHz and three different values of R.

B. EVALUATION OF THE ATTAINABLE ENERGY SAVINGS

As discussed in the introduction section, the existing
state-of-the-art BS deployment strategies [25]–[29] can all
be formulated as the problem of minimizing the BS density
subject to a specific outage probability constraint, which is
denoted as the existing BM-OutC strategy. Fig. 5 compares
the APC achieved as a function of the network’s tele-traffic
intensity λu by our proposed EE-TTAD to that of the existing BM-OutC, given the BS static power consumption of
POM = 40 Watts, the system’s bandwidth of B = 18 MHz
and three different values of the average user rate R. The
range of λu from 0 to 4 × 10−4 users/m2 corresponds to
0 to 80 users/per cell. Observe from Fig. 5 that the APC
consumed by our proposed EE-TTAD is significantly lower

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have explicitly modelled the energy
efficiency of large-scale cellular networks and derived an
accurate energy efficiency expression as a function of the
BS-density, tele-traffic intensity, average data rate requirement, and other network parameters. Most crucially, we
have quantitatively characterized the relationship between
the network’s energy efficiency and tele-traffic intensity.
With the aid of our network’s energy efficiency model, we
have derived its optimal energy efficiency state and have
studied how the various network parameters influence its
energy efficiency. Moreover, we have designed an optimal
tele-traffic-aware energy efficient BS deployment strategy,
which maximizes the energy efficiency while satisfying the
outage probability constraint. Our simulation results have
confirmed that the proposed EE-TTAD strategy significantly
outperforms the existing state-of-the-art energy efficient BS
deployment strategies. Our study has therefore offered valuable insights and guidelines to mobile operators for operating
their energy efficient cellular networks.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Proof: From (4) and (5), it can be seen that for typical
UE ui,j allocated to Bn , its required DL transmit power Poi,j
must satisfy
!
cPoi,j hii,j
,
(35)
Ri,j = Bn log2 1 +
α
ui,j − bi I9b \bi

FIGURE 6. APCs achieved by the proposed EE-TTAD and the existing
BM-OutC as the functions of network tele-traffic intensity λu , given
R = 0.4 Mb/s, B = 18 MHz and three different values of POM .
VOLUME 4, 2016

in order to meet the service rate Ri,j . The averaged required
DL transmit power conditioned on ui,j − bi = r and the
interfer layout 9b \bi is then given by
#
"

h
i
Ri,j
I9b \bi r α
o
B
E Pi,j r, 9b \bi = E
2 n −1
hii,j c


 R
 α X
hik,j Pmax
i,j
r
,
= E  2 Bn −1 i
Ni rkα
hi,j
bk ∈9b \bi

(36)
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where we have introduced rk = ui,j − bk . The moment
generating function (MGF) of 1c I9b \bi is given by [30]

MI (s) = E





X hik,j Pmax
exp −s

Ni rkα
bk ∈9b \bi


= E

Y

exp −s

bk ∈9b \bi

hik,j Pmax
Ni rkα

!
.

(37)

Note that in calculating the interference, we must consider
only the active interfering
−KBSs. Let the BS sleeping probawith K = 3.57 [31]. Then the
bility be ps = 1 + Kλλub
density of active BSs is pact λb where pact = 1 − ps . Now let
us specifically consider the interference power I 0 of the PPP
distributed BSs in the finite region with the inner radius r and
the outer radius rbn . Clearly, lim I 0 = I9b \bi . The MGF
of

1 0
cI

rbn →∞

can be calculated according to [32]


Z
MI 0 (s) = exp 2π pact λb
r

rbn




Pmax
x
dx
,
1−exp −s
Ni x α
(38)

 
where we have utilized E hik,j = 1. According to the
well-known property of MGF, we have
 
1 0
∂
E
I = − ln MI 0 (s)
s=0
c
∂s
2−α
− r 2−α
2π pact λb Pmax rbn
=
,
(39)
Ni
(2 − α)
assuming α > 2. By taking rbn → ∞ in (39) and plugging
the result into (36), we obtain
 R

h
i 2π p λ P
i,j
act b max
E Poi,j |r =
2 Bn −1 r 2 ,
(40)
(α − 2)Ni
 
where again we have utilized E hii,j = 1. Although the UE
distribution in the network follows a PPP with density λu , the
user distribution within a cell Vi can be accurately approximated by a uniform distribution. Further consider cell Vi as a
circle with area Ai = π R2ave , where
q Rave is the radius of the
Ni
. Thus the probability
cell. Since Ni = Ai λu , Rave = πλ
u
density function (PDF) of the distance r between user ui,j and
BS bi is f (r) = R2r
2 , and therefore we have
ave

h i Z
E Poi,j =

Rave

i 2r
E Poi,j |r 2 dr
Rave
0
 R

Z Rave 2
i,j
π pact λb λu Pmax
Bn − 1 4r 3 dr
=
2
(α − 2)Ni2
0
 R

i,j
pact λb Pmax
B
n
=
2 −1 .
(41)
(α − 2)λu
h

This completes the proof.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Proof: In practice, the maximum number of users that
a BS can serve, denoted as Nmax , is limited by the total RBs
available. If the number of users Ni in cell Vi is larger than
Nmax , obviously some of the users cannot be served. For BS bi
with cell size Ai and the number of serving users Ni = |9u,i |,
given that all the users have the identical rate requirement
of Ri,j = R, the average aggregate DL transmit power of bi
conditioned on Ni is given by
h
i
h
h ii
i
E PAcell
Ni = E Ni E Poi,j

 NR

 pact Pmax 2 Bi − 1 , Ni ≤ Nmax ,
(α−2)

= p P  Nmax R
 act max 2 B − 1 , Ni > Nmax ,
(α−2)
(42)
where
  we have utilized the result that the average of Ni is
E Ni = λλbu . Under an idealized condition of Nmax → ∞, we
have the probability mass function (PMF) of Ni given by [33]
(λu Ai )Ni
exp(−λu Ai ), Ni ≥ 1.
(43)
Ni !
Therefore, the average aggregate DL transmit power of BS bi
with cell size Ai is given by
∞

h
i X
pact Pmax  Ni R
(λu Ai )Ni
i
2 B − 1 exp (−λu Ai )
E PAcell
=
(α − 2)
Ni !
Ni =1


 R
Ni
∞
∞
B λu Ai
Ni
2
X
X
pact Pmax 
(λu Ai )

=
−

.
(α − 2)
Ni ! exp (λu Ai )
Ni ! exp (λu Ai )
QAi (Ni ) =

Ni =1

Ni =1

(44)
With the aid of the well-known property of infinite series
for sufficiently small BR , i.e., RB → 0, the first infinite series
in (44) becomes
 R
Ni
Ni
 R
∞
∞
2 B λu Ai
2 B λu Ai
X
X
=
− exp (−λu Ai )
Ni ! exp (λu Ai )
Ni ! exp (λu Ai )
Ni =1
Ni =0


 R
= exp 2 B − 1 λu Ai −exp(−λu Ai ).
(45)
In a similar way, for the second infinite series in (44), we have
∞
∞
X
X
(λu Ai )Ni
(λu Ai )Ni
=
− exp (−λu Ai )
Ni ! exp (λu Ai )
Ni ! exp (λu Ai )
Ni =1

Ni =0

= 1 − exp (−λu Ai ).

(46)

Substituting (45) and (46) into (44) completes the proof. 
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

Proof: The PDF of the cell size can be approximated by
the Gamma distribution as follow [34]

K K K −1
f (Ai ) = λK
Ai
exp − K λb Ai ,
(47)
b
0(K )
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R +∞
where the gamma function 0(x) = 0 t x−1 exp(−t) dt.
According to Proposition 2, we have
h
i
E Picell
 

 
K−1 exp 2 RB −1 λ A −1
Z
K
K
A
u
pact Pmax λb K
=
dA
×
exp (K λ A)
A>0 (α−2)0(K )

 R b 
Z
AK −1 exp 2 B − 1 λu A
pact Pmax K K λK
b
=
dA
exp (K λb A)
A>0 (α − 2)0(K )
Z
pact Pmax K K λK
AK −1
b
dA = Y1 − Y2 .
−
A>0 (α − 2)0(K ) exp (K λb A)
(48)
According to [35], the first integration can be evaluated as
pact Pmax K K λK
0(K )
b
 
0(K )(α − 2) K λb − 2R/B − 1 λu K
K
pact Pmax K λb
=
 K ,
(α − 2) K λb − 2R/B − 1 λu

 
λb
R
which implies that UB,P
λu is a monotonically decreasOM
ing function of λu .
From(51)and (53), there must exist an unique λu to enable
λb
λu

R
UB,P
OM

= 0. Therefore, there always exists an optimal
h

K λb
λu for maximizing ηEE in the range of λu ∈ 0, 2R/B
.
−1
Setting (51) to zero yields (24).

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6

Proof: According to the definition (7), the outage
probability of user ui,j conditioned on r is given by


o
Qout
(54)
i,j [r] = 1 − Pr Pi,j ≤ Pmax /Ni |r .

From (35), we have Poi,j = 2Ri,j /Bn − 1

Y1 =

according to [17]
(49)

= 1 − L 1 I9
c

where L 1 I9
T = 2

R
UB,P

OM

λb
λu

 

(51)

Hence 
the sign of ∂ηEE /∂λu is equal to the sign of
λb
R
UB,P
λu in (51). Furthermore, we have
OM
 

λb
KX
X
R


lim
U
= K +1 − K + POM = POM > 0,

λu →+0 B,POM λu  K 
K
λb
X
R

lim
UB,POM
= −∞ − K + POM < 0.


K
λ
λu
K
b
λu →
(2R/B −1)+
(52)
 
λb
R
The derivative of UB,P
λu with respect to λu is
OM
 
λb
R
 
  
 
∂UB,P
λu
λb
OM
R λb
R/B λu
4B
K 1−2
,
=
∂λu
λ
λb
λ2u
| {z u } |
{z
}
f1 >0

f2 <0

(53)
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b \bi

(s)

N

i Tr α
s= Pmax

,

(55)

(s) is the Laplace transform of

− 1 . From (5),

c b \bi
Ri,j /Bn

1
I9 \b =
c b i

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5

Proof: By taking the derivative of ηEE with respect to λu ,
we have
 
∂ηEE
λb α,β,POM λb
= M
∂λu λ2u Pmax
λu



 
X (K +1) 2R/B −1 λλub −K
X


× − 
  λu K +1 − K K + POM  .
K − 2R/B − 1 λb
{z
}
|

and hence



 1
Ni  Ri,j /Bn
i
α
I
Qout
[r]
=
1
−
Pr
h
≥
2
−
1
r
9 \b
i,j
i,j
Pmax
c b i

while the second integration yields
pact Pmax K K λK
pact Pmax
b 0(K )
Y2 =
=
.
(50)
K
0(K )(α − 2) (K λb )
(α − 2)
Substituting (49) and (50) back to (48) completes the
proof.


I9b \bi
,
hii,j cr −α

X

rk−α

bk ∈9b \bi

1
c I9b \bi ,

Pmax i
h ,
Ni k,j

and

(56)



i
hik,j ∼ exp PNmax
in which PNmax
. Therefore, according to
i
Appendix B of [17], we have


Ni
α
L 1 I9 \b
Tr
c b i
Pmax
!
!
Z ∞
Ni
Pmax
= exp −2π λb
v dv
1− N
Ni
i
α −α
r
Pmax + Pmax Tr v
!
!
Z ∞
T
α v dv
= exp −2π λb
T + rv
r


= exp −π r 2 λb ρ ,
(57)
R∞
where ρ = T 2/α T −2/α 1+u1α/2 du.
Noting that the PDF of r is f (r) =
with

R2ave

=

Qout
i,j

Ni
πλu ,

2r
,
R2ave

0 ≤ r ≤ Rave ,

we have
Z

Rave



2x
2
exp
−π
x
λ
ρ
dx
b
R2ave
0
 Rave
exp −πx 2 λb ρ
= 1−
(−π λb ρ) R2ave

= 1−

= 1+

0

λu
λb ρNi exp

This completes the proof.



Ni λb ρ
λu

−

λu
.
λb ρNi

(58)
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